4-Steps To Becoming Wealthy
AFFILIATE MARKETING BLUEPRINT
How To Create Your Own
Money Making Machine In A
Week Without Having Any
Experience

What Is Affiliate Marketing?
Affiliate Marketing is basically getting paid commissions by recommending
products or services to others. For example, when you recommend a
restaurant to your friend, you won’t get paid. However, in affiliate
marketing, you’ll get paid when you recommend people to that restaurant.
Let me list down some of the potential you can expect from affiliate
marketing:
Let me list down some of the potential you can expect from affiliate
marketing:
● Make money online in any money making niche of your choice
● Quit your full-time and make a living online to do what you want
● Create multiple passive income streams
● Absolutely no coding, sales or any experience needed
● All you need is a internet connection and the right system (which I’ll
be revealing to you in this blueprint)

4-Step Affiliate Marketing Blueprint

Step 1: Choose An Interest

This interest will be the topic that your website is going to be about. In a
more professional term, it’s called a “niche”. This could be anything you
have an interest in or something you are passionate about.
For example, let say you love sports, sports products can be your niche.
Whether you enjoy cooking, fishing, or house renovations, there are literally
millions of people that are willing to spend money in niches.
Another way to look at this is to focus on helping people to solve a problem.
Just like weight loss is a very popular niche because a lot of people have
this problem and are looking for help.
Quick Fact: It is predicted that in 2020, people will spend a huge amount
of money online buying products from niche websites and is expected to
topple the 4 Trillion Dollar mark!
So, your first step here is to choose a topic of your interest that you are
able to HELP others.

Step 2: Build A Website That
Reaches Millions

Don’t be scared by the term “build a website”!
Regardless of your age or experience level, building a website is like
opening up your Facebook account. It is that easy! You don’t need to know
a single line of code to build your website and in just a few clicks, your
website will be up and ready to go in a couple of minutes.
All the Money is in the higher-level tasks that you will learn. These are
more difficult that’s why the money is there. But don’t worry, follow my
guidance and you won’t go wrong.

For this step, click on this link and Create a FREE Account with Wealthy
Affiliate. You’ll be offered with 2 FREE websites which you can build within
minutes!

Step 3: Attract Visitors

After your website is set up properly, the next step is definitely to bring in
visitors, or also known as “traffic”, to your website.
There are many ways to get free traffic to your website. The easy to follow
training videos at Wealthy Affiliate will teach you how to this and is totally
included with your FREE Membership.
Free Traffic is also known as “Positioning”, which means your goal is to
become the authority in the niche and literally “Attract” visitors to your
website on whatever you are promoting. This can be done on social media
like Facebook or on search engines like Google.
In search engines, it’s known as Search Engine Optimization (SEO). This
is where you get to learn how to rank your website well in Google so that
people can find your website.

Focus on setting up your website first, then you’ll be guided on what to
do next for getting eyeballs to your site!

Step 4: Earn Revenue

Our ultimate goal is not just to make money, but making consistent passive
income so that we can achieve financial freedom, right? You’ll be able to do
that with your website.
Below are the 6 Main Ways you can use to make money from your site:
1. Affiliate Programs 2. AdSense Ads & Other Advertising Programs 3.
Building a List 4. Amazon Products 5. Relevant Advertisers 6. Create Your
Own Product.
(Read here to see how Affiliate Marketing figures are Skyrocketing!)
All you need to know at this step is that there are tons of ways for you to
monetize your site. So basically, you can make money just by sharing what
you know and your experience with the right audience.

Flow Chart summarizing the whole process:

So, our job as an internet marketer is to help and
inform people about choosing a product and put it in
front of the audience when they are purchasing Online!
In fact, people don’t search for products on the
companies sites. They very much prefer to visit a
website that has detailed information on the products
and most importantly, how the items perform.

Your Next Step

We’re just at the tip of an iceberg for affiliate marketing. But you’ve
definitely taken a huge step at going through this 4-Step Blueprint. There
are a lot of small details but ultimately, they all come back to these 4 main
steps
I thank you for your time and is something I do not take lightly. I hope my
blueprint has been valuable so far and has given you a very clear picture
for this industry.
The Wealthy Affiliate community and training platform has enabled me to
have a really strong foundation in Affiliate Marketing. They have all the
resources you need to get started and what’s even better, it is FREE to get
started!
Click on >> this link << to accept My Private Invitation for YOU

